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We exist to bring automotive 

professionals in an appreciative 

togetherness into motion with 

joy so that spaces for sustainable 

change are being created.

Our values

Responsibility
We are aware of our actions and behavior
to you, your team and ourselves

Trust
We strive to earn your trust within your
team that allows us to deliver our quality

Openness
We establish an open environment where 
all individuals are respected and heard 

Initiative
We take on everyday challenges and 
introduce innovative ideas to your team

Exceeding expectations
We identify opportunities via active listening
to exceed your expectations  

“Our team communicates clear values to you and ourselves to ensure performance-driven 
focus on people and results.”

Dani Arnold, professional extreme mountaineer
powered by Panoff Consulting



Automotive retail services

We offer OEMs, national sales 

companies & financial 

institutions and dealers & retail 

organizations all stages of the 

organizational performance 

improvement process, ranging 

from strategy development to 

implementation roll-out.

Our Customers Our Expertise

Digital sales workplace

Digital showroom and car configurator

360-degree customer insight

Digital customer experience

Dealers & retail organizations

National sales companies & financial institutions

OEMs

Our Portfolio

Strategy development
Restructuring &
transformation

Market entry analysis

Strategy and concept implementation Requirement & integration management

Connectivity, autonomous, shared
mobility and electrification are
major trends that require new
strategies. We develop (digital)
strategies that create a
competitive advantage.

Industry changes can require
organizational restructuring and/or
transformation. We have proven
qualifications for ensuring
continuous operations.

We offer thorough analysis that
gives clear insights into market
options and consequences for your
products and services in new
regions.

We prefer to work with you as an implementation
partner that commits to making ideas work in
practice, with a focus on the human touch.

Our team is competent in managing and
integrating your requirements that contribute to
developing innovative digital solutions.



Our approach

Tailored project 
management

Every project is different. We
do not stick to prescribed
methods but tailor our
approach to your requirements
and take over responsibility.

Agile 
competence

Our team has extensive
experience in agile working
environments. We tailor our
approach to your requirements
and connect with your team
members.

Outside-in 
approach

Our approach is based on
analyzing and translating the
external environment towards
your internal organization.

Our business unit automotive 

retail services guide your 

organization through (digital) 

change and strategy 

implementation.
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Our team & presence

Tobias Bald
Thought leader and industry expert in digitalizing automotive sales- and aftersales processes that generate customer-centric
and future- proof business models. Experienced and proven people manager and leadership coach for organizations and
individuals in transformation.

Berend Hoitink
Born and raised as a car enthusiast in the Netherlands. Passionate about everything automotive-related with a focus on the
future of mobility and the rising presence of Chinese OEMs in the worldwide automotive market.

Julian Boguschewski
International experienced project manager and industry expert in (digital) strategy development and implementation for
automotive retail organizations. Born in the “heart of the Volkswagen world” but always on the move to experience new
cultures and develop sustainable solutions.

Mark Schreiner
Masters' degree in business engineering with majors in computer science and strategy from TU Munich. Many years of in-
depth experience with multiple industries, especially in the automotive sector. Personally motivated by a passion for individual
mobility.

Our international team is located 

throughout Europe and works 

onsite or remote, according to your 

preferences. Our team has a multi-

disciplinary background and brings 

both practical and methodological 

expertise to your table.



Our team & presence

Lambert Görsdorf
Passionate motorist driven by the desire of accompanying the personal car and its transformation to remain an integral part of
our transportation with a focus on alternative drivetrains and Chinese joint ventures.

Kristin Hertwig
An educated social scientist with a focus on organizational sociology. International experience in various project and sales
activities within the automotive industry. Passionate about always finding the best possible solution and being there for my
customers.

Our international team is located 

throughout Europe and works 

onsite or remote, according to your 

preferences. Our team has a multi-

disciplinary background and brings 

both practical and methodological 

expertise to your table.

Konstantin Zirkelbach
Currently based in the beautiful Saarland. Experienced in the complexities of supply chains in the after sales automotive
market. Masters’ degree in Business management and multiple experiences abroad enhanced my devotion to providing unique
solutions to uncommon problems.

Adam Schoska
Experienced project manager, new technology and car enthusiast with years of experience within the automotive aftersales
sector. Based in the Netherlands and currently pursuing the MBA program at the Vrije Universiteit in Amsterdam. Driven to put
theory into praxis with focus on tailor made, unique solutions.



Racing Driver Marcel Fässler in Daytona

Marcel Fässler, three-times champion at Le Mans 
powered by Panoff Consulting

Panoff Consulting is your partner and accompanies
the long-term development of your organization,
especially when it becomes difficult: during the
implementation phase.

e exist to bring automotive professionals in an 
appreciative togetherness into motion with joy so 

that spaces for sustainable change are being 
created.

The Swiss Knife of Management

Driven by Performance.

Focused on Results & People.
2014

Our company has been founded in
Zug, Switzerland 

40+
Projects have been successfully 
completed since then

Percent turnover increase 
last year 

15
The number of specialists in our 
team

150

“Every victory starts with a good strategy, but only the decisive implementation leads 
towards success.”

Racing Driver Marcel Fässler in Daytona

About Panoff Consulting
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KONTAKT



Driven by Performance.

Focused on Results & People.

Arbachstr. 2, 6340 Baar

Switzerland

Info@panoff.ch

panoff.ch/en/

linkedin.com/company/panoff-consulting-gmbh/
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